
The One Penny Whiteboard

Ongoing, “in the moment” assessments 
may be the most powerful tool teachers 
have for improving student performance.  
For students to get better at anything, they 
need lots of quick rigorous practice, spaced 
over time, with immediate feedback. The 
One Penny Whiteboards can do just that.
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To add the One Penny White Board to 

your teaching repertoire, just purchase 
some sheet protectors and white board 
markers (see the following slides). Next, 
find something that will erase the 
whiteboards (tissues, napkins, socks, or 
felt). Finally, fill each sheet protector (or 
have students do it) with 1 or 2 sheets of 
card stock paper to give it more weight and 
stability.
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On Amazon, markers can be found as low as $0.63 
each. (That’s not even a bulk discount. Consider “low 
odor” for students who are sensitive to smells.)
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I like the heavy-weight model.  
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On Amazon, Avery protectors can be found as low 
as $0.09 each. 
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One Penny Whiteboards and
The Templates

The One Penny Whiteboards have advantages over 
traditional whiteboards because they are light, 
portable, and able to contain a template. (A template is 
any paper you slide into the sheet protector). Students 
find templates helpful because they can work on top of 
the image (solar system, plants, cells, maps, water 
cycle, circuits, punett square, periodic table, 
food web…) without having to draw it first.  

For more templates go to 
www.collinsed.com/billatwood.htm)
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Using the One Penny Whiteboards

There are many ways to use these whiteboards.  
One way is to pose a question, and then let the 
students work on them for a bit.  Then say, 
“Check your neighbor’s answer, fix if necessary, 
then hold them up.” This gets more students 
involved and allows for more eyes and feedback 
on the work.
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Using the One Penny Whiteboards
Group Game

One way to use the whiteboards is to pose a challenge and 
make the session into a kind of game with a scoring system. 
For example, make each question worth 5 possible points. 

Everyone gets it right:  5 points
Most everyone (4 fifths):  4 points
More than half (3 fifths):  3 points
Slightly less than half (2 fifths): 2 points
A small number of students (1 fifth):  1 point

Challenge your class to get to 50 points. Remember students 
should check their neighbor’s work before holding up the 
whiteboard.  This way it is cooperative and competitive.
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Using the One Penny Whiteboards
Without Partners

Another way to use the whiteboards is for students to work 
on their own. Then, when students hold up the boards, use a 
class list to keep track who is struggling. After you can follow 
up later with individualized instruction.
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Keep the Pace Brisk and Celebrate Mistakes

However you decide to use the One Penny Whiteboards, keep 
it moving!  You don’t have to wait for everyone to complete a 
perfect answer.  Have students work with the problem a bit, 
check it, and even if a couple kids are still working, give 
another question. They will work more quickly with a second 
chance.  Anytime there is an issue, clarify and then pose 
another similar problem.

Celebrate mistakes. Without them, there is no learning.  Hold 
up  mistakes and say, “Now, here is an excellent mistake–one 
we can all learn from. What mistake is this? Why is this tricky? 
How do we fix it?”
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Keeping Score

When I use the white boards, I like to reward focus, effort, 
cooperation, learning from mistakes, perseverance, and avoidance of 
careless errors.  I often award points based on the classes’ effort on 
each or each group of questions.  I might say, “Wow, I love how 
people are helping each other.  I’m going for a bonus of 3 points!”  I 
will not punish mistakes and, in fact, I often say, “That was a great 
mistake.  We can all learn from that. I’m offering 4 points if anyone 
can explain why that is such a great mistake.  What does it teach us?”  
Or “I love how everyone learned from that mistake.  5 points!”

If you decide to keep score with a goal in mind, it can be useful to 
keep score in a variety of ways which involve other mathematical 
models.  This way you can reinforce a new concept related to 
measurement, data, fractions, decimals, area, or angles all while you 
play.
On the next slides are some ways to keep score.
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Keeping score

1.  Use a number line:  Move a point across a number line in intervals of whole numbers, fractions, or 
decimals to try to get to the end.  “We’re at 3 ½ now, how much more to reach 5? How many turns will it take 
if we score ½ point on each question?”

2. Make a line plot that goes by ½  between 0 and 2.  Add x’s over the location that matches the point value 
they received. “I’ll give you a 1 and ½ on that one.  Let me put an “x” over 1 1/2 .  Hmmm, we need to get a 
total of 12 points.  How much do we have now?  What is the number sentence that will give us a total?  What’s 
our most common score?  Mean?  Median? Range?”

3. Fill the area of a shape.  Create a giant rectangle(s) and fill in different fractional parts. (For that answer I’ll 
fill in 1/2 of the whole.”  or “I shade another 4 square units.  What fraction is shaded now?”  Or “For that great 
effort we can shade half of what is left unshaded!  How much is that?”  Consider rectilinear shapes 
(composite shapes with right angles)

4.  Trace the perimeter of a shape.  This can work well especially if the shape is drawn on a coordinate plane.  
We’ve got to build a fence around this shape.  I’ll give you 3 fencing feet for that one.  Where should I draw the 
fence?

5.  Use a protractor and add degrees to try and get to 180º (Wow!  Great effort! I’ll add another 25 degrees!  
How much more to get to 180?)

6. Use a model for liquids or weights and keep adding to fill the gallon or pound.  I’ll add 1000 ml or 1 l to our 
bottle.  How much do we have now?  I’ll add 8 oz to the balance.  Is it equal to 1 pound?

7 .Use a coordinate grid and move over and up to get to a certain position (8,8)  (you got 4 points on that one, 
how do you want to move?  Up 2 and over 2?  Okay. Remember you are trying to get to 8,8!



The Questions Are Everything!

The questions you ask are critical. Without 
rigorous questions, there will be no rigorous 
practice or thinking.  On the other hand, if the 
questions are too hard, students will be 
frustrated.  They key is to jump back and forth 
from less rigor to more rigor.  Also, use the 
models written by students who have the 
correct answer to show others.  Once one 
person gets it, they all can get it.
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Questions
When posing questions for the One Penny Whiteboard, keep several 
things in mind:

1. Mix low and high level questions
2. Mix the strands (it may be possible to ask about biology and chemistry, 

mathematical patters and science, optics with adaptation)
3. Mix in science and academic vocabulary (Support claim with evidence… 

compare/contrast… determine the approximate difference)
4. Mix verbal and written questions (project the written questions onto a 

screen to build reading skills)
5. Consider how much ink the answer will require and how much time it 

will take a student to answer (You don’t want to waste valuable ink and 
you want to keep things moving.)

6. To increase rigor you can: work backwards, ask “what if”, make multi-
step problems, analyze a mistake, ask for another method, or ask 
students to briefly show why it works, ask for analogies
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Examples
What follows are some sample questions about weather and 
the water cycle, electricity, energy, and circuits.

Each of these can be solved on the One Penny Whiteboard.

To mix things up, you can have students “chant” out answers 
in choral fashion for some rapid fire questions. You can also 
have students hold up fingers to show which answer is 
correct.

Remember, to ask verbal follow-ups to individual students:  
Why does that work?  How do you know you are right? Is 
there another to explain it? Why is this wrong?
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Teachers:  Print the next slide and then have 
students insert it into their whiteboards.
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Circle the title of 
this organizer



A rock at the top of 
a steep hill would  

what kind of 
energy? Circle.

What else?



The rocks starts 
rolling down the 

hill…

What else?



You are thinking of 
eating a big bowl 
of oatmeal, with 
raisins, walnuts, 
strawberries…

What else?
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